Mammary gland cancer treatment by DST preparations

In modern oncology, mammary gland cancer constantly occupies one of the
leading places. The treatment is, as a rule, a standard one, without taking into account
individual characteristics of women. There is no doubt that oncologists have attained
impressive results in treating different kinds of mammary gland cancer. However, in
neglected cases and in case of relapse, effectiveness of the existing methods of
treatment has a tendency to reach a zero. However deplorable it may seem, it is a
well-established fact.
Mammary gland cancer peculiarity consists in quick formation of metastases into
vital organs and bones. In this case young women represent a special contingent of
women who should be attentively observed by oncologists for many years, even in
case the operation had been performed in due time. Those patients who consulted
doctors late or simply were afraid of surgical intervention cannot find a way out.
Many of them address quacks, wise women or apply strange methods of treatment
incompatible with any imaginations, beliefs and teachings. These women apply
cabbage leaves, drink urine, kerosene and vodka with oil, wrap beasts with dog's fur.
So, everyone is the Jack of all trades… We can and must understand all these
sufferers. These actions reflect their life, perturbations, and helplessness. For solving
this difficult problem it is necessary to overcome all fears and consult a doctor. In
case of unfavorable predictions, two ways are possible. One way consists in not
disturbing the tumor and let it go as it goes, or to turn to another way and find an
alternative scientific method of treatment. In the first case, normal life is guaranteed
for 2-4 years (sometimes even for decades) with some discomfort, but the person
should understand that sooner or later everything will end in metastases and… In the
second case, tumor growth rate can be stopped and even cure is possible. However,
the choice of an alternative treatment method is very difficult and simply dangerous.
There are too many wonder-remedies nowadays, they have been offered even by
representatives of scientists who make the desired look as a reality. At the end of their
life many patients suffering from mammary gland relapse or metastases regret having
made a surgery, chemistry, radiation, etc. All 3-5 years which they have lived after
that treatment were connected with strong sufferings and emotional torments. There is
nobody to console them. Oncologists simply do not look into the eyes and complain
that "chemistry" is not working during the last 10-15 years… The question why these

procedures are carried out though it is known that they are ineffective, they answer
that "this is a protocol", simply speaking it is a routine. We can understand and
forgive them because they as well as cancer patients are themselves the hostages of
the situation in oncology for the last decades. There is no doubt that there exist
oncologists, both scientists and physicians, who are able to revise their ideas and to
cast doubt on the rightness of the way chosen. More and more often there appear
physicians who realizing the tragedy of the situation send their patients to alternative
methods of treatment which have proved their effectiveness. The number of patients
sent to me by oncologists is increasing with every coming day.

Even several

oncologists themselves after having diagnosed cancer addressed me… In some
months

and even years, relapses develop sometimes slowly, but sometimes

immediately. After the post-operation scar is overgrown by the tumor and metastases
develop in liver and bones, life becomes a hell.. And even such life doesn't last long…
DST therapy is still not a panacea, but an alternative scientific method of treating
many kinds of cancer including mammary gland cancer. Our practice includes
wonderful cases of curing, but there are also stories with a sad end. However, even
now it is possible to declare with all the awareness that I have fixed the phenomenon
lying in the nature of cancer. Not only research, but practical results as well speak for
that. In some cases ineffectiveness of DST therapy can be explained very simply.
Studies for specific activity, pharmacodynamics, pharmacokinetics, etc. have not been
carried out sufficiently. There is no doubt that in case we used local, intracavitary,
intravenous and intramuscular injection of preparations, the results of treatment would
be much, much better. This is certified by the fact that with treatment of those cancer
forms when DST preparation directly contacts the tumor in the process of treatment,
the process of recovery is going on much faster that with tumors which do not have a
direct contact with DST preparations. It has been noted hat such difficult forms of
cancer as stomach cancer and lung cancer react to DST therapy rather quickly.
Inhalations with lung cancer and beverages with stomach cancer deliver the
preparation directly to the tumor. The same relates to tongue cancer, rectum and
sigmoid colon cancer and partially to mammary gland cancer, etc. DST preparations
are absolutely safe and non-toxic substances. This has been certified by treating
hundreds of patients during 17 years. Everything is stopped by an ethical problem there is no official permission.

The results and stages of treating patients-volunteers (!) who refused official medical
treatment due to different reasons and weren't caught by charlatans are given below. It
looks a little frightening, but the results are worth looking at. In this case metastases
never(!) occur. Outside look and discomfort during a year or a little more are more
than compensated. None of the patients complained of having pains or any other
unpleasant feelings. There is complete analgesia. As a rule, after a year and a half or
two years the patient forgets about the cancer forever. The illness is reminded by an
uneven scar and longing for the disappeared mammary gland. However, in future the
process of mummification should be replaced by a small dystrophy or mammary
gland deformation. Then reconstruction plastics or prosthetics can be carried out. I
remind again that this article is not an advertisement and doesn't guarantee 100 %
recovery. Each person should decide what to do in his/her case. This article doesn't
advertise some wonder-cure, this is an attempt to divert some indecisive patients from
any possible kinds of charlatanism. As Tibetan medicine says "There are no wondercures in the world. They either make someone rich, or cherish hopes".

The following, to my opinion, a rather shocking fact has been reliably stated. In
case a malignant tumor is not treated at all, but only observed, at a definite moment it
can switch to retrograde development. However, I don't call for passive observation
especially if the tumor is situated inside the organism. As a rule, the tumor tries to
"live" only in a definite organ. Depending on its aggressiveness, it can feed on this
organ or live in peace with it for a long time. All this seems rather scary, but in this
case there are practically no metastases. The main aim is to make the tumor degrade
or "fall asleep" for many years. As a rule, there are several stages of cancer genesis.
Having discovered a tumor, all people go to oncologists. Biopsy puncture is
prescribed immediately. This is the most "dangerous" part in the disease history case.
This manipulation and sectional excision of the tumor become a guaranteed method of
"scattering"

metastases, thrombogenic and malignant materials. After biopsy,

surgery or radiation, or chemotherapy are prescribed as a rule. Then, according to the
list… There is no doubt that there exists a number of tumors with high malignancy
which necessitate rapid surgery and aggressive chemotherapy. However, on the
average, all cancers are highly malignant, and the patient has time to take decision by
himself what kind of treatment to choose.

This is how "passive" pathogenesis of "external cancer" looks like and its
treatment by means of DST therapy. This very patient had underarm lymph nodes
struck as well as 3 big metastases in liver/ That's why she refused from surgery and
chemotherapy. At the start of the treatment (in case we start treatment in the 3-4
stage)
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Then fistulas appear and edema starts to fall. Then demarcation between healthy and
cancerous tissues occurs. You should pay attention to a tumor which goes along the
ribs. It will disappear afterwards. The skin starts, so to say, "boiling", but there is no
temperature rise at that moment. Mammary gland tissues are also cool.

Stages of mammary gland cancer treatment by means of DST therapy.

Edema disappear completely and a process somewhat like necrosis, or better
mummification, starts. After some "hesitation" blastoma starts to dry down, but at the
same time protozoa and bacteria of all kinds populate all its surface and the gland
thickness. I draw your attention to the "tumor". According to all parameters it should
increase in size due to seeding. Though this doesn't occur. Metastases and reactive
pleuritis do not occur as well, though they should take place according to the logics.
At one moment sharp decrease of the gland volume occurs. It seems to "fall down"
and demarcation line becomes more pronounced. Demarcation lines along the breastbone and under the mummified breast are straight which also shows the existence of
"geometry" in the organism. Edema disappears completely, and the process
simultaneously looking like necrosis and mummification continues. Everything points
to tumor reinvolution. In relation to the center, there remain round the tumor
remnants: maceration, pigment spots and scaling. Due to tumor mummification all the
population: commercials, saprophytes and parasites are not able to help the tumor
progress. Later, only a scar and a small portion of healthy tissue remains oat the place
of the mammary gland. I would like to remind you that no metastasis and relapses are
observed with this kind of treatment. Here are similar examples.

Patient D., 65 years old

Patient З., 45 years old

Patient T. - 47 years old.

Patient K. - 34 years old
I would like to draw your attention to the fact that if a patient addresses the doctor
during the 1st or 2nd stage, then treatment is more effective and there is no
mummification. In case of the 3rd and 4th stages and after chemotherapy, the
mummification process is much more difficult and takes more time.

a) before treatment

b) 3 months after the start of
treatment

The first stages described above are absent at lower photographs.

Final stages in treating mammary gland blastoma. Scar and complete absence of
metastases. Observation of the patients during 14 years unanimously shows the
possibility of applying this method for treating mammary gland cancer. I do not ask
everyone to use this method, but if you are afraid and cannot decide about surgery or
chemotherapy, then this method is for you. It is very difficult for women (especially
young) to see an even, "beautiful" scar in the place of the former mammary gland the
next day after the surgery… The process which will be going during a year with
gradual disappearance or deformation of the gland is psychologically less traumatic.
Slow parting with your organ is taking place with simultaneous growth of hope on the
possibility of plastic operation.. What is the most important with such kind of
treatment is that the threat for life due to metastases and relapses practically
disappears. Long and happy life with a curving scar is much better that tormented
death due to metastases and relapses. This is an axiom that doesn't need to be proved.
This treatment is ambulatory, or, simply speaking, at home. This treatment doesn't
take people out of their routine life, all patients are working and feel absolutely
healthy. Their analyses are the subject of envy. Thus, mammary gland cancer
treatment from the point of view of alternative scientific oncology can be presented in
such an unusual way. The only condition is the most important postulate of medicine :
Don't harm the patient! In the given case this postulate is preserved in its initial form.
Doctor M. V. Kutushov

